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■ INTRODUCTION
The field work on the area included in this report 
was done during the summer of 1914. The actual time consumed in 
working out the structure was about two weeks after the necessary 
elevations were established by levelmen. This statement does not 
include the time occupied in plotting the logs of the oiland gas 
wells or correlating the strata, which was done in the office 
after the field work was completed.
The work was done for an oil company under the direct­
ion of Mr. E. W. McCrary, its chief geologist.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to 
Mr. Noah C. Adams who ran the necessary lines of levels, and also 
to the various operating oil companies and to residents located 
within the area who gave very valuable information concerning oil 
and gas well locations and much other helpful information. Special 
acknowledgment is made to Mr. E. W. McCrary, for his permission 
to use the data for this report provided hypothetical names were 
employed for all locations so as not to disclose the identity of 
the region, and also,toProf. W. S. Bayley, under whose direction 
this thesis was written; for the revision of the manuscript; and 
for many suggestions that have been of invaluable aid in the 
completion of this report.
In addition to the information obtained during the 
field operations, the writer has drawn freely from published
reports on adjoining areas among which are the United States 
Geological Survey publications, on the Glen oil and Gas Pool and 
Vicinity, and on the Muskogee quadrangle. The Oklahoma Survey 
report on the Cushing Oil and Gas Field was used to aid in deter­
mining the stratigraphy. Other publications have also been used 
and citations will be made as occasion arises.
CHARACTER AND PURPOSE OF THE WORK.
Oil and gas in this region are related to structure, 
and it is the purpose of this report to discuss a representative 
piece of structure in the oil and gas fields of Oklahoma and to 
show its relation to oil and gas accumulation.
LOCATION OF THE DISTRICT.
The district under discussion embraces an area of 
about 80 sq. miles in the vicinity of Q. Oklahoma. The area 'is 
rectangular in outline, approximately 8 miles wide and 10 miles 
long. It includes the major part of township II. N, ranges S, T 
and Y, E. and also parts of township III. N, ranges S, T and Y, E. 
The G. river crosses it in an easterly direction and divides the 
territory into nearly two equal parts.
The geology of the region has never been described 
in any published report. The stratigraphy cited in this report 
was determined largely from publications which describe the 
stratigraphy on adjoining areas to this region.
3DRAINAGE AHD TOPOGRAPHY
The region in question is drained by the River G., 
which enters the area from the west and traverses it in a south­
easterly direct ion,emerging from the region a few miles west 
of the Town Q. The river has a comparatively wide valley,withf?low, 
flat,flood plain. Its grade is low,giving a
sluggish muddy stream. Its tributaries are usually but a few 
miles in length with V shaped valleys,which in places have 
narrow flood plains and small terraces.
The various sandstones and limestones exposed along 
the stream valleys,stand out in many places as bold escarpments, 
where the rocks are thick enough to support their weight. In 
other places where the beds are thinner,sandstone bowlders are 
usually strewn on the sloping surface,covering all the underlying 
beds and giving the appearance of massive sandstone outcrops.
STRATIGRAPHY
The rocks are consolidated sediments,with the exception 
of alluvial deposits along the beds of streams,which,however, 
are comparatively small in extent except along the River G.where 
they form quite large flood plains,and are of economic value 
for agricultural purposes.
All the rocks exposed at the surface are Pennsylvanian 
in age,in fact,nearly all the oil fields of Oklahoma are
4Pennsylvanian
Mississippian
Carboniferous Rocks 
In the Region.
Approx. Thickness.
Boggy Formation.......  2000 feet.
System. Winslow Formation.....  225 ?, w
Marrow Formation......  180 ?, "
Pitkin Formation....... 50 "
System. Fayetteville Formation. 60
Boon Formation Formation 2000
5situated within an area where the outcropping rocks are ;
Pennsylvanian. These rocks are exposed at the surface over a 
very large part of Oklahoma,entering the northern border from 
Kansas by a strip at least 100 miles wide and continuing this 
width for about 50 miles into Oklahoma,then widening out 
toward the east,while the western border keeps its general north- : 
east south-west direction across the entire state. These rocks 
dip under the Permian beds on the west at a low angle across 
the state from north to south,except at the base of the Arbuckle 
Mountains in the southern-most portion where they are complexly 
folded and faulted. This gentle west-ward dip was caused primarily 
by the Ozark uplift and several subsequent movements accompanying 
it.
MISSISSIPPIAN SYSTEM.
Boon Formation.
The Boon formation lies at the base of the Mississ- 
ippian System with an estimated thickness of 2000 feet. It is 
composed for the most part of inter-stratified chert and cherty 
limestone. In certain places limestone alone occurs,but this is 
only local over most of the area. To the southeast in the 
Muskogee quadrangle,chert predominates where these beds outcrop.
In certain places blue marble-like limestone beds of considerable 
thickness,sometimes reaching 15 to 20 feet thick,have been 
noticed along the stream valleys. In this same area where the 
streams are large enough,with sufficient active erosion to 
carry away the limestone the chert appears tp occupy almost all
6of the formation,but upon close examination,it was found that the 
limestone had been carried away by erosion and that the surface 
is covered with bowlders that have been left as a consequence 
of their hardness. The chert especially in the upper part of the 
formation is quite abundant in fossils mostly of Keokuk age.
Fayetteville Formation.
The Fayetteville formation lies unconformable on the 
Boon formation.Although in most localities this is hard to 
determine,yet in a number of places where the beds outcrop in 
the Muskogee quadrangle,the Fayetteville has been found to be 
lying on an erosion surface of the Boon formation. It is from 
20 to 60 feet thick,composed primarily of shale and sandstone 
with two beds of limestone,one near the top and the other quite 
near the base. The whole formation is much softer than the Boon 
beneath it and is easily recoganized when struck by the drill. It 
thickens toward the east and grades into limestone. These facts 
seem to indicate that the sea was sufficiently deep in this 
direction for limestone deposition.
The B'ayetteville formation has been thought to be at 
least 170 feet thick in the Tahlequa Quadrangle and 200 feet 
thick or more in the Fayetteville quadrangle?
*  ....  .....  “
U. S. Geol. S u r v e y  Folio: Muskokee quadrangle,. No.132,
1906.
7Pitkin Formation.
The Pitkin formation is a limestone about 50 feet thick 
It consists of layers from 1 to 2 feet in thickness interbedded 
with shale, or argillaceous slate. The formation lies conformable 
on the Fayetteville formation as described in the Muskogee Folio*
«•
Muskogee Folio, No. 132, p.3.
It has been distinguished from the Fayettevilleby its peculiar 
granular, oolitic structure and the regularity of its bedding. It 
is also characterized by many fossils, among which are many belong­
ing to the genus Archimedes. These are so abundant in this lime­
stone that E. W. Simonds4'called it the Archimedes limestone.
_ ■
Arkansas Geol. Survey. Vol. 4, 1889.
This anme, however, was later changed to the geographic name Pitkin 
The Pitkin formation is now considered to be at the 
top of the Mississippian rocks in Oklahoma. It is separated by an 
unconformaty from the overlying Marrow formation, which is regarded 
as being at the base of the Penns3»,lvanian. Its fossils serve as 
the easiest means of determining the extent of this formation, 
since in a region where the folding is so universal^ gentle and 
the erosion surfaces between the formations are slight, unconfor- 
maties can be detected only by instrumental methods, and these can 
be applied only where large areas are studied.
Both fossils and leveling had to be employed with 
much care in determining the division between the Pitkin and 
Marrow formations.
8PENNSYLVANIAN SYSTEM
The Pennsylvanian rocks are essentially shale,sandstone 
and limestone,named in the order of their abundance.
Marrow Formation.
The Marrow formation consists for the most part,of shale 
with numerous sandstone beds and occasionally a limestone bed 
lying at irregular intervals in the formation. To the east in the 
vicinity of Muskogee,the beds are mostly limestone and shale 
interbedded with thin beds of sandstone. The shale in places 
is black or very dark brown,especially if lying just above 
an oil bearing sandstone. Much of this kind of shale contains 
a considerable amount of. carbonaceous matter,probably a result 
of partial decomposition of the vegetable materials that were 
deposited with the muds in the shallow seas or swamps.
In this formation probably lies the most productive 
oil sand found in Oklahoma,the Bartlesville sand. It is a coarse 
graiaed sandstone 10 to 60 feet or more in thickness and is 
found over wide areas. At some places,however,if the testimony 
of the drill can be relied upon,this sandstone is entirely 
lacking. This is also true in places of many of the limestones 
of the formation. This peculiar occurrence of both sandstone 
and limestone is probably due to the fact that the beds are 
lenticular in shape,and consequently disappear, in relatively
short distances.
9The true division between the Pitkin and Marrow format­
ions is very hard to determine from the logs of wells,but in 
the Muskogee quadrangle to the .southeast where these formations 
outcrop,the unconformaty has been found to be very distinct.
Winslow Formation
The Winslow formation lies unconformable upon the 
Marrow formation. It consists mostly of shale and sandstone with 
an occasional limestone bed which usually grades into sandstone 
or sandy lime in relatively short distances. The unconformity
i
between the Winslow and Marrow formations has been noted along 
the more prominent streams in the Muskogee quadrangle. The 
Winslow formation contains fewer limestone beds than those below 
it,and the formations above it grade more and more into shale 
and sandstone.
Boggy Formation
The Boggy formation as observed in its outcrops, 
apparently lies conformable upon the Winslow rocks,but in a few 
localities it has been noted to lie upon a slight erosion surface. 
The rocks are shale,more or less blue to reddish in color, 
interbedded with red to brown sandstones,which in certain 
localities have been observed to grade into light yellow to gray 
spotted sandstone. Their entire thickness comprises about 1880 
to 2000 feet of the Pennsylvanian rocks. Nearly all of this
10
formation in northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas has been 
included in the Cherokee Shale.
Age of the Rocks in the Region Under Discussion.
The rocks that outcrop in the region embraced in this 
report have been placed in the Cherokee Shale format ion,but they 
probably belong to the Boggy formation,if this formation is to 
occupy its proper place in the Pennsylvanian System,which is 
about half way up in the stratigraphic column of this system.
HISTORICAL GEOLOGY.
The rocks in the region which is the special subject 
of this report,were deposited in water as sediments from the 
neighboring lands,together with the remains of plants and 
animals which lived in or near the seas in which the sediments 
were laid down. The sediments are essentially shale,sandstone 
and limestone,named in the order of their abundance.
The present character of these rocks when studied 
over wide areas in Oklahoma,reveals in general,the method of 
deposition. As the sediments were being laid down,the vegetable 
and animal life changed and migrated from place to place as 
conditions varied,being succeeded by newer forms of life. During 
sedimentation,gaps in the life record,and breaks in sedimentation 
indicate oscilliation of the sea and land. The variation in the
11
plant and animal life,the abrupt change in the texture and 
thickness of the rocks,indicate that extremly local conditions 
prevailed .during sedimentation.
The writer has noticed in several places where a
single bed of limestone has graded into sandstone and again into
limestone,all within the range of a single observation. Often
outcrops show sandstones of relatively fine texture,grading
abruptly into conglomerate beds and again into sandstones quite
like the first in very short distances. Such changes have lead to
the belief,that at least some of these abrupt changes,often
accompanied by cross bedding,have been the result of stream action.
At the time these formations were being developed,the seas were
probably very shallow and the inflowing streams cut channels
into the sea,and brought from the neighboring lands the pebbles
which now form the conglomerate beds. A similar observation
was noted by Dr. W. J. Beede* He says,"Sometimes limestone
layers grade into sandstone layers,then change back into limestone
again in a few rods. Several were seen in which at a moderate
distance,the whole transition from limestone to sandstone and
again back into limestone could be taken on an ordinary kodak
negative."
_
Arkansas Deol. Survey Bull. 21, p. 16.

Massive sandstone ledge outcropping along a 
narrow gorge.
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STRUCTURE
Sedimentary rocks similar to those exposed in the area 
here described must origionally have been almost flat,or were 
perhaps slightly inclined with the sea bottom on which they were 
deposited,like those being laid down off the shores of the 
continent at the present time.
At the close of Pennsylvanian time the region was 
uplifted and tilted,warped into, gentle folds and broken intoi ■
faults. This process of deformation probably did not take place 
all at once,but at short intervals. Two large deformations
constitute the principal structure features of the region.
Ozark Uplift.
The Ozark uplift comprises quite an extensive area 
in N.W.Arkansas,S.W.Missouri and N.E.Oklahoma. Its exact boundry 
cannot be traced because of the gradual change between it and the 
Prairie Plain Monocline,under which it dips to the north and west.
The Ozark Uplift is in the form of an elongated 
dome with its axis tending 3.70°',?.thru the St. Francis mountains 
in eastern Missouri to the N.W.corner of Arkansas. The strata 
pitch from the dome at a low angle toward the southwest across 
the eastern part of Oklahoma.
Prairie Plain Monocline.
The Prairie Plain Monocline constitutes a rather
16
broad and low physiographic feature bordering on the Ozark Uplift 
and extending in a north-south direction in the form of a mono­
cline. The strata dip toward the west at a low angle, about 20 
feet to the mile near the Kansas border, and 50 to 80 feet to the 
mile in the vicinity of Muskogee. Locally warped areas occur 
on this westward dipping limb, sufficient in places to form flat 
terraces, or even to reverse the dip.
METHOD OF REPRESENTING STRUCTURE.
The structure of a region may be represented on a map 
by drawing contour lines thru points of equal elevation at the 
top or bottom of some bed taken as a marker or key rock. Or it 
may- be illustrated by cross sections showing the dip of the 
strata along certain chosen lines across the map. The latter is 
the method usually employed in regions of extensive folding and 
with considerable faulting, while the former is used in regions 
of slight folding'and very little or no faulting. The latter is 
the -method used in this report. The contours are drawn on a 
limestone which will be designated in this report as the R. lime­
stone, at intervals of 10 feet. This limestone outcrops only in 
the eastern part of the region where it caps most of the hills, 
but the elevations taken on the higher beds to the west furnish 
the means for calculating its position in this portion of the 
district.
The rocks have a gentle-westward dip. The beds, how­
ever, thicken and thin in comparatively short distances, conse­
quently the indicated structure can be only approximately
17
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correct. But it is sufficiently accurate for all practical 
purposes in commercial work.
The limestones,moreover,not only vary in thickness, 
but at some places they have been noted to grade into sandstones 
within short distances. Sven where they persist,they frequently 
divide, into two beds with a shale parting between them,and if 
they unite again variability in texture and thickness is very 
libable to obscure their identity.
FIELD METHODS OF DETERMINING STRUCTURE.
Elevations were established by levelmen by a series
of traverses,usually following the principal divides or some
established road or old trail. Bench marks were established every
* to ■§• mile along the traverse. The elevations were written
on blazed spots upon trees,prominent rocks or on fence posts.
They must of necessity be close enough together so that the
aneroid barometer may be cchecked every one or two hours during
the day. From these elevations with the additional help of the
aneroid barometer and hand leveling the structure was mapped. In
the western part of the region,where the faults occur,numerous
b ycross sections were madea the aid of the barometer and hand level 
to determine the location and approximate throw of the major 
faults.
In this part of the area the R. limestone dips 
under the surface rocks,so the structure was mapped on the most 
prominent outcropping sandstone ledge,note being made in every
18
case of the exact interval between the sandstone bed and the next 
bed above or below that was used as reference. These beds were 
traversed along the stream valleys taking elevations every to 
^ mile,and these readings were placed on the map in their proper 
places,determined by pacing from known points such as section 
corners,section lines,United States Geological Survey bench 
marks and ppints accurately located on the traverse. The time 
was observed at each reading of the barometer,so that the 
corrections could be more evenly distributed. As each time 
interval between successive readings was not the same,proportional 
corrections were made. All time readings as well as elevations 
and station numbers were recorded in a note book,but only the 
elevations and true locations of the stations were placed on 
the map in the field.
OFFICE METHODS EMPLOYED IN MAPPING STRUCTURE.
The field map together with all elevations and correl­
ations recorded in the note book were used in making the final 
map,which was made in the office by first,laying out in proper 
order the townships and sections and, then, marking upon 
each the station numbers with their elevation*reduced to the 
key rock,together with the locations of all the oil,gas and
dry holes with their surface elevations. Then the contours were 
drawn on the surface of the key rock at intervals of 10 .feet, 
with the faults indicated in their proper places. After the 
structure had been developed in this way,the anticlines and
19
synclines were ,show$ by drawing lines along their axes to 
indicate their general direction and extent.
ACCURACY'OF STRUCTURAL CONTOURS.
The accuracy with which structural contours on a map• 
represent the true position of the key rock depends on several 
factors,namely; the number and positions of the points taken on 
each bed as reference,the accuracy of the interval taken,the 
exactness of the readings and the condition of the weather,and in 
general,upon the amount of detail put on doubtful points of 
observation and location.
STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE AREA.
The structure of the area is shown on plate I. The 
elevations given are true elevations above sea level. The contours 
are drawn on the surface of the R, limestone'.
Loney-Ridge Anticline.
The most importent structural feature in the region 
is the Loney-Ridge anticline which covers a considerable portion 
of the eastern part of the area. It enters the region from the 
north east corner across the southern part of Sec.32, T. III.N,
R, Y.,E., and extends in a south easterly direction thru the 
top of the dome in the N. W. part of Sec. 6 .,T. II. N., R. Y.,E.
As it enters Sec. 1. T. III. N., R. D., E. it turns south and
20
extends to the center or southern part of Sec.13. T. II. N., 
ft. D.,S. where it turns south and west again and finally 
flattens out in the southernmost portion of the area. The general 
direction and extent of the anticlinal axis is shown ,on the plate 
by the heavy red line.
This anticline was probably caused by a gentle 
warping movement/which made the rocks buckle up in the north­
eastern corner. It reaches its maximum height in the vicinity of 
Sec. 6. T. II. N . R. Y. ,E. From the axis of the anticline the 
rocks dip toward the east for a mile or two,probably forming 
a small syncline,but along the axis of the anticline to the south, 
they flatten out until at the southern edge of the sheet all 
traces of folding is lost. Along the axis of the anticline thru 
Secs. 13 and 23 T. II. N., R. D., E. the rocks dip slightly 
toward the east,but for the most part the rocks are flat,forming 
a terrace about a mile in width. The rocks in Sec. 17frui ts of Secs 
12 and 13 are practically horizontal,but to the south and east 
the strata dip toward the northwest from 30 to 40 feet to the mile.
On the western limb of the Loney-Ridge anticline the 
beds strike approximately N.20° E. and dip at a varying angle 
with a general average of 30 to 40 feet to the mile. At various 
points over small areas they appear to change in dip. Toward the • 
southern portion of the region theirstrike is more nearly N.-5.,with 
an occasional eastward trend of from 1° to 10?
A small anticline,or slightly warped area was noted 
along the southern border of Sec. 11. T. II. N.,R. S.,E.
The strata in Sec.24,in the eastern part of Sec.25.
21
T . II. ,N. ,R.S. ,E. and in parts of Secs. 19 and 30 T. II. N., R.D.,E., 
as indicated in Plate I.,are almost horizontal. In the eastern 
part of Secs. 19 and 30,T. II. N., R.D.,E.,the rocks are warped 
very slightly,forming a small terrace. A similar terrace was noted 
in the western part of Sec. 31 T.II.N., R.D., E. and in the eas­
tern part of Sec.36 T.II.N., R.S.,E.,but the accelerated dip in 
the latter is in a reverse direction to.that of the former.
Faults.
The district is hounded on the west hy a series of 
faults,the most important of which,extends in a northwest direction 
thru Secs. 25,23,14 and 10.T.II.N., R,S.,E.,to an indeterminate 
distance. It dies out in the southern portion of Sec.25 T.II.N., 
R.S.,E. A short spur extends toward the east in this section.
The throw determined where the fault crosses the northern side 
of Sec. 23. T.II.N.,R.S.,E.,was found to he about 115 to 120 feet.
A second,hut smaller fault was detected to the eastward somewhat 
parallel to the major fault,but did not extend so far south, 
dying out in the S.W. corner of Sec.13.T. II.II., R.S. ,E. ,where it 
connected with a cross fault that intersected the major fault 
more or less at right angles. The smaller fault has a spur 
that extends eastward and dies in the north central part of 
Sec. 24. The small slip or fault that crosses the nothern boundary 
of Sec. 31 and extends for a short distance into.Sec.30. T.II.N., 
R.D.,E.,has a throw of abotrt 15 to 18 feet,but this slight 
movement has affected the structure very little at this point.
22
The faulting in this region is probably due to the . 1
settling of the crust subsequent to the q uite extensive folding 
that occured just to the westward. The faults seem to be the 
result of a torsiorvmovement,which is evidenced by the very small 
spurs and cross faults adjacent to the major faults. If the urea 
were examined more in detail,no doubt more shattered planes and a 
more minute net-work of faulting would be discovered.
This particular kind of faulting is not common in this 
portion of Oklahoma,and its cause in this particular district 
is still unexplained. The common type in this part of the state ' 
is tensional or normal faulting. The faults are usually very 
short with a thro?/ of only a few feet,and they generally do not 
affect the structure to any great distance. They are generally 
more or less parallel to the strike of the beds,but occasionally 
are found to be.inclined to it at a small angle.
23
RELATION OF STRUCTURE TO- THE ACCUMULATION 
OF OIL AND GAS IN OKIAROMA.
Oil and gas in all large oil fields of the world are 
related to structure. But it is still a question among geologists| 
of how important a factor is in some of the oil fields. In Okla­
homa, however, it is the concensus of opinion among the 
geologists who have worked in this oil producing region, that the 
oil and gas have originated from the Carboniferous rocks and that 
the oil pools are.related to the structure.
ORIGIN OF THE OIL.
The theory of the origin of oil and gas has been a 
subject of debate among some of the most distinguished geologists 
and chemists for over half a century. Products very closely 
resembling petroleum have been prepared in the laboratory from 
various substances, yet no satisfactory theory has been establishes 
that will fulfill the requirements necessary to account for the 
wide distribution of petroleum in this and other countries.
Two general theories of origin have been formelated, 
namely; the inorganic and the organic.
24
Inorganic Theory
This theory assumes that the petroleum was derived 
from inorganic bodies existing far beneath the surface of the 
earth. Thus,Berthe lot in 1866,assumed that the interior of the 
earth contains free alkali metals and that the C02>passing 
downward from the surface,came in contact with them at a very 
high temperature and under varying pressure,with the production 
of gases and possibly liquids that are known to be constituent 
parts of natural gas and petroleum.
In a paper published in the Journal of the American 
Chemistry Society,1899,J*A. Mathews gives the following 
classification of the reactions with the various carbides
"l- The carbides of lithium,sodium,potassium,calcium, 
barium and strontium are decomposed by water giving acetylene.
2” Silver,copper,mercury and gola(?) acetylides are 
acted on by Hci,giving acetylene.
3. "Aluminium and beryllium carbides react with water 
yielding methane.
4. " Manganese carbide with water gives methane and
hydrogen.
5. "The carbides of yttrium,lanthanum and thorium are 
decomposed by water,giving a mixture of acetylene,ethylene,methane 
and hydrogen.
6 . "Lanthanum,cerium and uranium carbides give with 
water, besides the volatile products,solid hydrocarbons.
25
In 1871,Byassofi*ascribed the origin of petroleum to iron
: ’ ' “
Comptes R'endus,73,p 609,and a brochure p 22,1876.
carbides situated at great depths in the earth,salt water coming 
in contact with them caused reactions resulting in hydrocarbon 
gases. But this theory like many others of similar views is based 
entirely on laboratory experiments.
hr L.V.Dalton; summarises the arguments brought
# ’ “  •  --- - --------- —— --------
Economic Geology ,IY, p.606,1909.
forward by the believers in the inorganic theory as follows;
1. " The absence of an adequate quantity of organic life 
in many petroliferous formations.
2. "The difference* between the oils produced by artificial 
distillation of coal,qtc..„and the natural petroleum oils.
3. ” The very general distribution of petroleum in the 
earth's crust,regardless of the geological age of the rocks 
containing it.
4. " The connection between igneous rocks and other 
manifestations of volcanic activity and petroleum."
e also says, That the first of these objections to the 
organic theory has,it may be said,been altogether removed by 
further investigation,as even in the very oil-fields on the 
phenomena of which the argument was based evidence of abundant 
organic life has since been detected,and that of a character well 
qualified to give rise to petroleum. The second arises out of
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insufficient knowledge of the organic theories,for,as will he 
seen,so far from the supporters of these pointing to land vegetat­
ion as the sole source of oil,the number of authors arguing for 
such an origin at all is now a small fraction of the whole. It 
should be remembered,however, that the earlier writers on both 
sides often failed to distinguished adequately between carbonaceous 
substances exibiting traces of vegetable structure,such as coal 
and lignite,and those which are now,by general con-sent, considered 
derivatives or allies of petroleum.
" Though petroleum does occur in greater or less 
quantity in rocks of all geological ages,it may be said that its 
quantity is far greater in rocks deposited under such conditions 
as would ensure the entombment of large quantities of organic 
material,and where the conditions of a particular period were 
throughout the world unfavorable to the formation of petroleum, 
that division of the geological record is nearly or entirely 
barren of the mineral.
” Finally,it is now known that the mud-volcanoes so 
frequently accompanying petroleum are not of igneous origin,and 
that in fact true volcanic energy is seldom,if ever,manifested 
in petroliferous regions,while the number of occurrences of 
petroleum in igneous rocks bears only a small proportion to the 
number of such occurrences in sedimentary deposits far. from 
any known mass or outcrop of igneous rock."
A thorough discussion of the views of many 
distinguished chemists and geologists who have argued for the 
inorganic theory of oil is beyond the scope of this report.
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However, the contentions of Mr. C-oste, who is the most prominent 
American advocate of the inorganic theory will be considered 
briefly,
Mr. Coste argues, that’ if oil and gas are of organic
origin and have moved up thru hundreds of feet of coarse, fine
grained and medium textured rock to its present position, it
would have continued this process and reached the surface, for
the rocks thru which it must have passed are similar in character
to those above the present oil pools.#
He also maintains, that at a number of place-s in 
California, Oklahoma and Canada, the oil bearing sand is but a 
few feet above an unconformity and if the oil is of organic 
origin, it would have come to the surface and passed into the 
atmosphere before the overlying strata were laid down.
' He furthei? declares, that oil and gas are found in 
so many varying conditions in the earth's crust that it would be 
absurd to assign structure as the controlling factor in its mode 
of accumulation, and that the relative sizes of the domes in the 
Texas and Louisiana oil fields are entirely inadequate to account 
for the large quantities of petroleum existing under them. He 
believes that, the saline deposits below the- Texas domes are of 
volcanic origin and were deposited by hot solutions and aqueous 
gases.
Mr. Coste*says of the Mexican deposits," It would
Mine, Quarry and Derrick: Feb. 17, 1915.,Reprinted from 
Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Kng.vSl, 48, p. 507, 1915.
be impossible for this slight tilting of very small portions of 
the whole mass of the strata of this region to effect the immedi­
ate release from the sediments of the enormous quantities
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of oil supposed to have been so firmly held by them during long 
periods of geologic time,and it can only be concluded that the 
effect .of structure in this case at least has evidently been 
overdrawn. Why should so much be demanded from poor impotent 
structure alone,when it is manifest that these Mexican petroleum 
deposits are directly connected with vulcanism,and are due to 
sulfataric volcanic emanations accompanying the upheavls of the 
basaltic cones?"
He says that,the oil in California is found in fissures 
fault planes and various other cavities that have been formed by 
diastrophic movements,and that these are no doubt connected with 
volcanic masses below from which the oil was derived.
He further calls attention to the fact,that in all 
volcanic emanations of the world large quantities of hydrocarbon, 
gases and vapors are thrown out into the air,and that A. Gauthier, 
has shown that not only these hydrocarbons gases and vapors are 
given off from active volcanoes,but that ancient volcanic rocks 
contain them likewise and they can be obtained, from the rocks by 
heating them to a white heat.
Geologic phenomena,he says, are not visibly . 
forming petroleum at the present time from organic materials,nor 
can it be shown that petroleum was ever formed from them. All 
entombed organic matter in nature today is in the process of 
forming coal materials,and nowhere are these deposits being 
distilled into petroleum.
These then are the principle arguments of Mr. Coste 
in defense of the volcanic or inorganic theory for the origin of
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petroleum. r-Mr. L. V. Dalton summarises very well the arguments
*-
Economic Geology, vol.4, p. 607, 1909.
against the Inorganic theory where he says,'* Against the theory 
as a whole may be urged the difficulty of understanding of how 
the petroleum of such deposits as those in the United States and 
Baku(in fact the majority of geologically known oil fields of the 
world) could have reached its present position if derived in any 
way from the central magma of the earth, while it is also diffi­
cult to reconcile with the inorganic theory the fact of the 
extreme rarity of petroleum in the oldest solid rocks of the 
earth's crust, and in any such igneous masses as are precluded by
their mode of occurrence from containing oil derived from sorround-
ing sedimentaries. It may be added , that as emphasized by Phillip'
:.i Am. Chern. Jour. vol. 16. p. 418, 1894.
Natural gas contains only a small proportion of hydrogen, whereas
the synthesized gases of the igneous theorists contain very large
proportions of that element, and no adequate explanation has yet 
been advanced to account for its elimination."
Organic Origin.
The organic for the origin of petroleum advocates 
that the oil and gas are derived from organic materials which 
were deposited with the Pediments. For many years various hydro­
carbons have been derived from organic deposits, such as peat,
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lignite and coal by distillation. The so called carbonaceous shales 
have also been producers of petroleum by distillation processes.
Of the various theories on the organic origin of 
petroleum, the following are some of the most important;
1. Theories which are based on the view that the petroleum 
was forced out of organic remains that existed in the strata in 
which the oil is found by partial decomposition and distillation
of the materials in situ.
2. A variation of the foregoing theory has been advocated 
very strongly by Newberry, Pdckham and other noted geplogists.
They think that part of the oil has been formed in situ, but 
perhaps the greater was formed in adjoining strata, and migrated 
into its present position by capillarity aided by hydrostatic 
pressure. The so called carbonaceous shales are thought to be
the chief source of the petroleum. Its method of migration will 
be taken up and discussed later. .
*»
Mr..L. V. Balton*says, One of the first to suggest
* ' ' — —  ■
Econ. Geol. vol. 4. p.613, 1909.
an animal origin for petroleum was Leopold von Buch** who consider-
ed that the bitumen of the Wurttemburg Liassic shales were derived
from the animal remains contained therein. "Sir Roderick Murchison
in 1829* in an account of the bituminous shale of Seefeld in the — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ■
Proc. Geol. Soc. vol. 1. p.139, 1829 Gesammelten Schriften: 1803.
Tyrol with its abundant fossils, remarked on 1 the probability of 
so many fish having materially cooperated in the bituminization 
of the schist, because this rock, on distillation, gives off a 
much larger proportion of ammonia than has ever been detected in
3
any coal however b i t u m l n i o u s '*___________
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Warren and Storer* made hydrocarbons and bitumen 
by distilling marine animal remains or shales containing animal 
matter.
— • - — —  
Mem. Am. Acad. , 2, IX, p. 177, 1865.
Dr. Engler^as given by Dal tonkin an article on the
_ _  1 .....
Zeitschr. Angew. Chem. 21., p. 1585, 1908.
Econ. Geol. vol. 4, p. 623, 1909
organic origin of petroleum maintains that oil is organic in 
origin, and that it is derived principally from animal organisms 
by a process of partial decomposition and distillation. He thinks 
two distinct processes are necessary for the formation of the 
petroleum as we find it in
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nature .First,bacteria/ act on the plant and animal rem ins, attacking 
the cellulose of the plants and the nitrogenous tissue of the 
animals,but leaving the fatty parts of both untouched, as
chalesterol and phytosterol. The bacteria/ action ceases as soon as
i
the organic materials other than fats have been eliminated.
Engler says,Hthat when the action has extended to the fats,the 
progress of deposition would probably render these immune from 
further fermentation automatically,and that carbohydrates may 
be converted into fats by the agency of microoganisms.
If by this process the fatty parts of plants and 
animals can be obtained free,the process of the formation of 
petroleum can be supposed to proceed very slowly,as has been 
demonstrated in the case of sea-weeds,sines low temperatures for 
a long time no doubt perform equal results as high temperatures 
for a short time.
Dr. Engler,thus enumerates the various stages In the 
formation of petroleum;-
1‘,'Putrefaction,or fermentation,by which* albumen, 
cellulose ,et c. are eliminated. Fatty material (and waxes), with 
a small quantity of other durable material and possibly fatty 
acids from the albumen remain.
2 . "Occurs partly during the first stage :saponification
of the glycerides and production of free fatty acids,either from 
action of water or ferments,possibly both. The waxy esters are 
either wholly or partly hydrolyzed. The residues from many crude 
oils are probably due to of completion of these actions.
3. COg is eliminated from the acids and esters, 
water from the alcohols,oxy-acids,ect.,leaving hydrocarbons of
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high molecular weight containing oxy-compounds . r
4."Formation of liquid hydrocarbons and violent reaction 
with "cracking" into light or gaseous products= fomation 
of petroleum. .y.
Lubricants-- formed directly from the original
fats,at low temperatures.
"Benzenes,eta.-— from the decomposition of the fats at 
comparatively high temperatures."
It is thus clearly seen that very many of the com­
pounds known to be constituent parts of petroleum may be formed 
by the various methods and processes enumerated bj' Engler and 
others,and if these are produced,there is no good reason to doubt 
that the entire series of hrdrocarbons may have been derived 
by similar processes.
Dr. Engler and others of his faith argue that,on 
final analysis,if no other good reasons could be brought to their 
aid,the fact that plants and animals contain phytosterol and 
cholesterol respectively would be conclusive proof that oil could 
not be inorganic in origin,be cause inorganic bodiel^contain 
these materials.
A rather thorough discussion of the origin of 
petroleum took place at the February 1914 meeting of the 
American Institute of Mining Engineers in New York,between 
Eugene Coste of Toronto Canada,whose principle arguments have 
already been refered to in this report,and Dr. Yon Hofer of 
Germany. Both of these men are eminent authorities on the subject 
at hand. Mr Coste has brought to bear all the important evidence 
of his predecessors together with his own conclusions in
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adv ocacy of the volcanic origin of petroleum,while Dr. Von Ilofer i 
sets himself to the task of answering Mr. Coste's arguments. The 
writer has given the most important arguments of Mr.Coste,but 
will refer the reader to the published accounts of the discussion
for Von Hofer's answers*
-  —
Trans, of the Am. Inst, of Min. Bngs. N.Y. Feb. Meeting 
1914.
Mine,Quarry and Derrick. ,Feb. 17}p.,34, and -March 3.,p.85,1915
It is not the purpose of this paper to try to bring 
together evidence that will prove or attempt to prove conclusively 
the exact origin of most of our petroleum,but it seems
t
advisable to give some aocount of the views of prominent men on 
the subject. From the general conclusions reached with reference 
to the origin of petroleum in regions similar to Oklahoma,a theory 
will be advanced that seems best suited to this field.
Origin of Petroleum in Oklahoma.
The facts to be explained in accounting for the origin of 
the petroleum in the mid-continental field in Oklahoma may be 
summarized as follows;
1. The oil is found in sedimentary rocks principally 
sandstone associated with oil shales.
2. All the strata below the productive formations 
consist entirly of sedimentary rocks for many hundreds and 
possibly thousands of feet.
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3. The amount of limestone present with the sandstone, 
even if it contained a very large percentage of animal life, 
could not account to any appreciable degree for the immense 
quantities of oil present in the various pools of Oklahoma.
Facts to he considered in the discussion of the origin 
of the petroleum are;
1. Many of the shales, especially below the producing 
sands, are carbonaceous. They still contain much partially 
decomposed vegetable materials, which can adequately account 
for the large quantity of oil present in these rocks.
2. Since the oil is in no way connected with volcanic 
or intrusive masses it cannot be inorganic in origin.
It is believed that the oil was probably derived 
from the shales by slow decomposition and distillation of the 
fatty parts of the vegetable materials that were deposited with 
them under water. This process was no doubt very slow. The oil 
was probably formed below the surface of the water after some 
shale had been laid down over the vegetable matter. As the very 
small particles of oil were formed, they at once became globular 
in shape due to surface tension and were held in the ooze in 
the form of an emulsion.
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ACCUMULATION OF OIL AND GAS.
Historical Review.
Oil and gas have been found in sandstone,shale and 
limestone from a few feet to several thousand feet from the 
surface. It is generally found in these rocks in the "pay streak 
zone",which is usually the most porous part of the beds. Only a
small part of a sandstone bed contains oil and gas. Large areas/
of the sandstone which are porous,when penetrated with the drill, 
contain no oil,but usually only salt water. QuiteJrthe sand rock 
when first drilled shows no marked signs of oil,but when penetrated 
for a number of feet and the pay streak is reached,the oil may 
come up the drill hole hundreds of feet or flow out at the 
surface under high pressure,producing from a few to several 
thousand barrels of oil pe'r day. The pa3^ streaks vary in width in 
the same sandstone bed,and practically in no case do we find
any uniformity in them,for each oil pool has characteristics 
peculiar to itself,but the pay streak is always the most porous 
part of the sandstone bed,
The oil found in limestone,general^ occurs in well 
crystallized or dolomitic limestone.
Oil pools in shale are confined mostly to fissures 
and zones of fracture. The shales are so compact and possess 
such a small pore space that they can contain but little oil 
between the shale particles.
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The discussion of the history of the theory of oil 
and gas accumulation in this report will be confined primarily 
to its occurrence in sandstone and shale,and the explanation of 
its presence in limestone will be attemted only in so far as its 
migration into the limestone from sorrounding sandstones and 
shales is concerned.
Oil and gas were first noticed to be related to structure
a little over a half a century a g o  by Prof. E. B. Andrews of
Marietta,Ohio and Dr. T. Sterry Hunt of Canada. Andrews noticed
in Ohio and Virginia,that the oil occured alor^ the anticlines
and was not found in the flat rocks on either side. He published
a paper entitled,"Rock oil,its geologic relation and distribution'.''* 
~  • ' '
Am. Jour. Sci. 2,Ser. Vol.32, p.85, 1861.
In this paper he described the structure and its relation to 
the occurrence of oil,but he thought the oil occured in fissures 
in the crests of the anticlines,caused by the buckling of the 
rocks at these points,because he noticed that the fissures were 
more abundant here than elswhere in the rocks.
Hunt,however,seemed to first grasp the idea of the 
modern anticlinal theory with its present-day meaning,and to him 
surely belongs the credit of the so called anticlinal theory. In
a paper on the subject,he says,"^Ehese wells occur along the line 
- - —  - — 
Canadian Naturalist, Vol.6, p. 241.Aug. 1861.
of a low broad: anticlinal axis which runs nearly east and west 
through the western peninsula of Canada, and brings to the 
surface in Enniskillen the shales and limestones of the
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Hamilton group, which are there covered with a few feet of clay.
The oil doubtless rises from the Carboniferous limestone, which as 
we have seen contains petroleum; this being lighter than the water, 
v/hich permeates at the same time the porous strata, rises to the 
higher portions of the formation, which is the crest of the anti­
clinal axis, where the petroleum of a considerable area accumu­
lates and slowly finds its way to the surface through vertical 
fissures in the overlying Hamilton shales, giving rise to the oil 
springs of the region.
Thus it is clearly seen that Hunt considered the oil 
as occupying the pores in the sandstone and not fissures in this 
rock. He also believed that it was brought to the crests of the 
anticlines by the difference in specific gravity between oil and 
water. Other men about ten years later began to study the 
conditions of oil and gas accumulation in other districts, and they 
came to the same conclusions. Alexander Winchell seemed to be the 
first of these to describe the conditions necessary for an oil 
reservoir. He says," Where the shales are covered by an impervious
Am Jour. Sci. 2 ser. vol. 39, p. 352, 1865. 
layer, as of shale of plastic clay, the oil and the gas elaborated 
are retained in the rocks, filling cavities by driving the water 
out by elastic pressure, and saturating porous strata embraced in 
the formation, or intervening between it and the impervious cover 
ab ove."
Dr. Edward Orton* made use of the anticlinal theory
_
The Geol. Nat. Gas: Gcience, vol.6 . June 26, 1885.
in locating oil and gas pools in Ohio. He also noticed that the
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terrace structure was of much importance in determining the
location of oil and gas,but it was not until 1885 that Dr. I.C,
'White with the able assistance of Dr. Orton worked^the anticlinal 
theory in detail and put it into a workable form so it could be 
applied in determining the probable location of oil and gas pools. 
Consequently,it seems advisable to give his conception of the 
theory at that time. He says,"*After visiting all the great gas 
“  5T“
"The Geology of Natural Gas," Science,Vol.6,June 26, 1885. 
weiliTthat have been struck in western Pennsylvania and West 
Virginia,and carefully examining the geological sorroundings of 
each,I find that every one of them was situated eitherdirectly on 
or near the crown of an anticlinal axis,while wells that have 
been bored in the synclines on either side furnish little or no 
gas,but in many cases large quantities of salt water..... Eut
Qj(y$while we can with confidence that all great gas wells are found 
on the anticlinal axis,the converse of this is not true,namely, 
that great gas wells may be found on all anticlinals. In a theory 
of this kind,the limitations become quite as important as,or even 
more so,than the theory itself; and hence I have given consider­
able thought to this side of the question,having formulated them 
into three or four general rules(which include practically all 
the limitations known to me,up to the present time,that should 
be placed on the statement that large gas wells may be obtained 
on anticlinal folds),namely,(a) the arch in the rocks must be 
one of considerable magnitude;(b) a coarse or porous sandstone 
of considerable thicknessor,if a fine-grained rock,one that 
would have extensive fissures,and thus in either case rendered
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capable of acting as a reservoir for the gas,must underlie the 
surface at a depth of several hundred feet(500 to 2500 feet)j(c) 
probably very few or none of the grand arches along the mountain 
ranges will be found holding gas in large quantity,since in such 
cases the disturbance of the stratification has been so profound 
that all the natural gas generated in the past would have long 
ago escaped into the air through fissures that traverse all 6f3 
the beds;(d) another limitation might possibly be aded,which 
would confine the areas where great gas flows may be obtained 
to those underlain by a considerable thickness of bituminous 
shale;(e)very fair gas wells may also be obtained for a consider­
able distance down the slope from the crests of the anticlines, 
provided the dip be sufficiently rapid,and especially if it be 
irregular or interrupted with slight crumples. And even in 
regions where there are no well marked anticlinals if the dip is 
semewhat rapid and irregular,rather large ga.s7aa.-y occasionally 
be found,if all other conditions are favorable."
The principles of the anticlinal theory as 
established by White in 1885 still constitute its essential part 
at the present time,while many features have been elaborated and 
explained more in detail,yet its fundamental principles remain 
the same.However,Dr. White applied his theory only to saturated 
rocks,and did not mention in his discussion that oil ever occurs 
in dry rocks,or at least he failed to account for its presence in 
these rocks. Perhaps the reason for this is,that since the region 
he studied was every, where saturated with salt water,he limited 
his theory to the proposition that presented itself upon 
investigation.
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Since 1885 oil has been found in dry portions of porous 
strata,and this fact has necessitated a theory for its accumulation 
in these dry rocks.
The term anticlinal theory at the present day,includes 
also the explanation of the presence of oil in synclines and on 
terraces,as well as in anticlines.
It is very probable that the oil found in synclines in 
dry rocks was accumulated by the same processes and in the same 
manner as that in the anticlines,with the additional influence 
of gravity which moved it down the slope. At least this appears 
to be the concensus of opinion among oil and gas geologists and 
there seems to be little about our present day knowledge of 
oil fields to disprove the theory.
Assuming that the oil was accumulated in the 
anticlines when the rocks were saturated,and by some means the 
water table was lowered or the water was drained off very slowly 
from the sides of the anticline,the oil wpuld follow it,and 
finally all the water would disappear from the syncline leaving 
the oil behind. This would not follow the water, for it is much more 
visqps than water,and because it contains paraffin or asphaltum, 
it would tend to clog the pores and fissures of the rocks 
thru which the water escaped. In some synclines containing oil 
pools,the water has not been entirely drained off,but enough 
remains in the bottom of the syncline to prevent the oil from 
escaping thru any fissure that may be in the syncline.
About the year 1900 a more modern application of
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the anticlinal theory was made in the Appalachian region by the 
geologists, M.R.Campell,M.J.Munn,W.T.Griswold and F.G.Clapp. These 
men after working for some time in this region began to discover 
contradictions to some phases of the anticlinal theory,and found 
that it must be qualified for each separate oil field. An illustra­
tion of this is furnished by Mr. F.u.Clapp's study of the 
occurrence of oil in Green and Washington Counties Pennsylvania* 
where he says*"In regard to the "pay"sands,it is seen that the
same stratum is not productive in all fields,th© Berea group 
—
Bui. No.286 U.S.G.S. p.81,1906.
being valuable in the northwestern part of the quadrangle and 
the hundred-foot in the southern part. Several causes may be 
brought forward to explain thisjfhe sands are no doubt more or 
less lenticular and may therefore be present in some localities 
but absent in others;or when present they.may be too fine and 
compact to contain oil or gas in paying quantities;or,though 
coarse and open,these products may never have reached them or 
remained in themV
It is the opinion of the writer that some of the most 
important discoveries in oil and gas accumulation are these;
(1) In saturated rocks the water may be at different levels in 
the same sand bed at different places;(2) that more varied 
processes have affected the accumulation in unsaturated than in 
saturated rocks;(3) that in some regions the oil has moved up 
the slope,while in others it has moved down the slope to its 
present position regardless of how the oil was initally brought 
together in a large liquid mass;(4) that rocks which were once
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saturated,produced certain effects on oil and gas accumulation, 
tmt when these rocks became desaturated in later geologic time, 
an entirely different condition was established and the oil is 
now distributed according to the laws governing its movement in 
dry rocks,aIthough its later location has been affected by 
the former saturated condition.
Accumulation In The Sandstone In Yfhich Pound.
Mr. M. J. Munn has since 1909 published a series of
articles dealing with oil and gas accumulation.*'
-  -
Economic Geology, Vol.4,Non2. p. 141. 1909 and
No.6. p. 509. 1909.
His theory is generally considered to be practically new,and if 
it can be proven to hold good,will seriously modify the main 
principles of the anticlinal theory.
Mr. Munn has unquestionably proposed some new 
conceptions with reference to oil and gas accumulation that will 
have to be considered seriously,but the writer is not willing to 
accept his theory as a whole to replace the anticlinal theory in 
its principle conceptions. The new theory appears to contain 
statements that are mere assertions or postulations and will 
not stand the test of physical and chemical laws. The writer is 
also aware that Mr. Munn has based his theories on field 
experience almost entirely and,consequently, that part of his 
theory which can be substantiated by field observation is 
perhaps well founded in the light of our present field knowledge,
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but other points upon which the major part of his theory depends 
are apparently far from the facts which can be obtained by 
experiment.However, much credit is due to Mr. Munn for modifying 
the old anticlinal theory in a way that will lead to more logical 
and better adapted conclusions with reference to oil and gas accu­
mulation.
Up to the present time there seems to have been very
little experimentation done to explain the movement of oil thru
different kinds of earth materials and its behavior under varying
conditions. Dr. Day*has supervised some work done on the diffusion 
—
J. E’, Gilpin and M. P . Cram, U » S. Geol Survey Bull.365,1908. 
of oil thru Fullers earth,and has arrived at some very definate 
conclusions,but these were for the purpose of determining the 
nature of the petroleum,rather than its mode of accumulation into 
pools.
The various theories advanced by practically all 
geologists have been derived almost entirely from field experience.
Very much of this evidence is obtained from the logs of the holes 
furnished by the driller,and any one who has attempted to get 
accurate data from drillers,has been confronted with a difficulty 
that is not at all easily overcome,if the driller is relied upon 
to keep the record of the drill hole. His statements at best are 
only approximately correct,and are as a rule too inaccurate for 
purposes of soiind .argument.
It is now the opinion among geologists that most of 
the oil in the sandstones has come from the associated shales 
where it was widely diffused in minute globules. The oil generated
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in this more or less loose mud on the sea bottom,is held in this 
mud in the form of an emulsion and does not seize upon the clay 
particles as Mr. Munn believes* because oil in this medium does 
T-
Economic Geblogv. Vol.4,No.6. p.519, 1909.
not have any appreciable capillary force to attach itself to any
particle that is wet with water. This fact is borne out by the
experiments of Murray Stuart*who mixed shale,water and oil
together and examined the mixture under a microscope and found
that the oil was held as an emulsion in the shale.
-
Records Of The Geological Survey Of India. Vol.40,part 4 
1910., and Ibid. Vol.38, p.265.
‘ Before the oil can- have any capillary power it must 
wet the surfaces of the capillary openings. Since,however,the 
water with about three times the capillarity of oil,is itself 
wetting all the exposed surfaces of the particles,it seems 
therefore very improbable that the oil can have any capillary 
force in the emulsion. There seems to be only one way by which 
oil might get a chance at a dry surface in a saturated shale, 
and this is by shearing,which might produce a few new surfaces 
of shale. But even in this case the water present would probably 
wet these surfaces and force the oil away from them even if it 
should get a partial hold upon the dry particles,because of its 
greater capillarity
The writer has performed some experiments in the 
laboratory that seem to give abundant proof that oil will not 
attach itself to sand or clay particles that are wet with water.
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Coarse to very fine grained sand and various kinds of 
shale were placed in large testtubes and waterTadded until it 
covered the material about, -g- to -|- of an inch. Then a drop or two cf 
oil-were adddd and the whole mixture was shaken violently for 
several minutes,so that the clay or sand in moving rapidly from 
one end of the tube to the other would break up the large drops 
of oil into many minute globules and thoroughly mix them with 
the water to form a nearly .homogeneous emulsion. After thorough 
shaking some of the material was placed on a slide and examined 
under the microscope. The examination of many slides of both the 
sand and the clay mixtures showed that the oil was always in 
globules of various sizes,and that it was not attached to any 
solid material,but remained free to move at the slightest 
disturbance or movement of the water. But as soon as the water 
bgan to evaporate and draw from the exposed portions of the sand 
grains toward the surfaces in contact, the oil globules in every 
case moved down the sides of the sand grains, and when the water 
finally entirely evaporated, the oil at once seized upon them 
and spread out upon their surfaces. The same experiment was 
tried again and just before the water was entirely evaporated, 
while the oil globules were concentrated at the points of contact 
between the grains, a drop of water was added to the slide, the 
water immediately surrounded all the sand grains as before and 
the oil globules assumed their former positions or rose to the 
surface. They, did not attach themselves to any of the sand grains.
An emulsion of sand,water and oil, which had been 
placed in a large size combustion tube stood for three and one
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half months, was examined under the microscope with the same
result. The oil globules appeared similar in size and distribution *
to thosein the freshly made emulsion. PlatelV fig.l and 2 are 
photomicrographs of some of this emulsion. They show clearly that 
the oil globules are not attached to the sand grains and that the 
oil is free to move among the sand grains at the slightest move­
ment of the water. As the slide was left exposed to the air, 
evaporation began to remove the water, and as this proceeded 
until the water had entirely evaporated from the open spaces and 
began to cencentrate at the points of contact between the grains, 
the oil did not attach itself to the dry portions above the water 
level, but moved down the sides of the grains as the water evapor­
ated. The effect is shown in Plate V. fig. 3. The results obtained 
with very fine angular sand are shown in fig.4,of the same plate.
As it was very hard to get illumination to show the oil globules 
among the grains, a little water was added. This made the globules 
rise to a higher level where they came into focus. In this photo­
graph we can see that the oil globules have not attached them­
selves to the fine sand grains. A similar phenomonon was observed 
when using shale, but because of the difficulty of getting proper 
illumination no good photographs were obtained. Fig.5 Plate V.is 
the same object as that shown in fig.l.Plate 4.,but under a higher 
power. The magnification was so great that the sand grains were 
almost entirely out of focus when the oil globules were observed. 
This picture proves that the oil globules do not coalesce as soon 
as they come into contact, and also the very important fact, that
Fig. 2.
Oil-sand and water emulsion
Fig. 5.
Oil-sand and water emulsion.
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the oil globules may be very small as compared with the intersties 
of the sandstone, and consequently the friction of the oil globules 
on passing thru the sandstone may be very slight. Thus the 
contention of Mr. Munn, that the friction between oil globules 
and the sand grains is so large that the difference in specific 
gravity between oil and water will have very little effect on the 
movement of the oil, seems questionable.
S
_  -  —
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It is not argued here that the oil in these small 
globules is in a stable condition,for perhaps the reverse is 
true, but a ready means of measuring the forces operating in a 
medium of this kind does not suggest itself, since the forces to 
be measured are operating below the surface of the water. There 
are at least two important contrary forces acting between the oil 
globules;one which tends to hold the oil globules in that state, 
and the other tending to make the smaller globules unite with the 
larger ones. There are numerous others that also have effects on 
the phenomena, such as the relative viscosities of the two liquids, 
the sizes of the origional oil globules, the variation in the 
sizes of globules and the pressure under which they exist.
When we have an oil-water and air surface, the 
conditions are entirely different from, those in the emulsion, for 
under these conditions we will have the smaller globules of oil 
uniting with the larger ones almost as soon as contact between the 
two is made. This tendency would be very slight if observed 
on the surface of a small vessel, because there would be
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little vapor pressure of the oil above the surface of the liquids,
; but the conditions in the oil pool are quite different, and aref
similar to those which cause the formation of large rain drops of 
water out smaller ones in the clouds. The process is somewhat as 
fallows; Assume two globules of oil, a large one at the surface 
and a smaller one below the surface in the sandstone. If the vapor 
pressure in the open, chamber above the large globule is just right 
to preserve equilibrium of this globule which has the smaller 
curvature, it will be too small to preserve equilibrium of the 
smaller oil.globule on its arrival at the surface, and it will at 
once vaporize in the open chamber, producing condensation of oil 
at the surface of the large globule. Conversely,assume the smaller 
globule above the surface and the larger onebelow, if the
pressure were original right at the appearance of the smaller glob­
ule , then on the arrival of the larger globule from the sand­
stone below, the pressure would be too great for the large globule, 
so that condensation would occur, resulting in a decrease in the 
oil vapor pressure in the open chamber, and evaporation at the 
j point of the small globule. Thus it is clear that the large
globules or the oil mass in the pools, grow at the expense of the 
smaller ones. Perhaps this phenomenon does not operate as well 
under the conditions in the oil pools as it does in rain drop for- 
| mat ion, yet there seems to be no good reason why it should not have 
a potent effect, because the conditions are very similar to those 
in which its process of operation is well known.
The principles of capillarity to account for the
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accumulation of oil in the most porous sandstones and in open 
rock fissures ars discussed at some length hy Mr. C.»/.Washburn.
~ l
Bui. Am. Inst. Min. Eng^.Sept. 1914, p. 2365.
Although some of his statements are unacceptable to the writer 
without additional evidence,yet the principle he advances to 
account for the water being the last liquid to leave a shale-oil 
and water emulsion when it is subjected to pressure,seems in 
accord with the laws governing the movement of the liquids under 
the described conditions as outlined earlier in this discussion.
Migration Into Pools.
Having outlined the main principles governing
the movement of oil from the shale into the sandstone above and 
its union with the large mass when it finally reaches the pool, it 
now becomes necessary to outline a method by which it may pass 
laterally to the pool thru the sandstone. The oil pools in 
saturated rocks are normally found in the tops of anticlines, 
along the limbs near the top?or, along flattened places on the 
limbs, which are usually designated as terraces. These terraces 
are very common in the Oklahoma Oil fields and some of the 
most importent oil pools are located on them.
The gentle folds in the Oklahoma fields have a dip 
of from 10' to 100 feet or more to the mile in a westeraly 
direction,but for the purpose of applying the theory it need 
only be assumed that there is a gentle upward slope of the sand-
stone bed to the oil pool from the point where the oil reaches 
the sandstone. With an increase in the amount of dip,however, 
the process of accumulation in saturated rocks will be greatly 
aided.
The anticlinal theory accounts for the movement of 
the oil into pools mainly by the difference in specific gravity 
between oil and water. Mr. Munn in his new theory believes that 
hydraulic pressure aided by capillarity has accomplished this 
result and that the difference in specific gravity has had very 
little to do with the movement of the oil, while Mr. Washburn 
believes that capillarity has been the controlling factor in oil 
and gas accumulation, although he admits that the difference in 
specific gravity has aided very largely in cases where the size 
of the oil mass is so large that the force of gravity will be 
effective in causing a movement of the oil. He believes that the 
gas bubbles upon coming into contact with the oil globules, will 
immediately unite, the oil forming a shell outside the gas bubble ; 
then, when enough of these units have united to make a considerable 
mass, the difference in specific gravity will be effective and 
can be considered as an active process in oil and gas accumulation.
To the writer, this theory does not appear to be
founded upon correct conceptions of the forces that govern the
actions of the oil and gas in the emulsion. In the first place,
there seems to be very little reason to believe that when a gas
»
bubble comes into contact with an oil globuble in a water 
emulsion, that the oil glob\i/e will immediately form a thin shell 
about the gas bubble. According to the law of cohesion, the oil
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will net surround the gas bubble. Indeed the converse of this 
seems to be the more logical. The oil.might enter the gas bubble. 
But here again there seeme to be a doubt,since the conditions are
entirely different from those operating in the case of an oil-air 
surface.
To advocate that larges masses of globules have to 
unite before gravity will move them up thru the sandstone, 
indicates that the theory has been advanced without considering 
suffiently the the medium thru which the oil must pass. If a 
mass of oil,surrounding gas bubbles, as Mr. Washburn suggests,
Bui. Am. Inst, Min. Eng. Sept. 1914. P. 2378.
starts to move up thru the sandstone that is saturated with water, 
the oil-gas mass would have to divide upon passing thru the 
successive layers of sand grains. Only a very small part could 
pass thru the interstices of the sandstone at any one time, and 
consequently, the original mass would have to divide into 
individual small globules at every passage thru successive layers 
of sand grains. There appears, thus, to be very little reason to 
assume a large original mass.
Difference in-specific gravity between oil and water 
doubtless does play a very large part in the movement of oil and 
gas into pools in saturated rocks,especially where there is some 
surging of the water in the sandstone or where hydraulic pressure 
exists, provided the movement is not down the slope, yet Mr. Munn 
objects seriously to ascribing the movement of oil upward inI saturated rocks to the difference in specific gravity, for he
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says,' The anticlinal theory provides that the oil is free to move 
towards the pool by gravity, what is to prevent the newly 
generated gas from forcing the oil back along this route, or else 
dissipate this pressure throughout the sandstone."
Econ. Geol. vol. 4. p. 516. ,1909.
Here again Mr. Munn overlooks a very vital point in formulating 
his theory that will adaquately account for the supposed defect 
in the older theory.
Even if there is considerable pressure in the oil 
pool, exerted equally in all directions on the saturated rocks, 
it is not possible to compress the water to any appreciable degree, 
nor the oil that is in the pool, nor the globules that are near 
the oil mass just below the water surface. If the oil will move 
upward in water not under pressure, it must likewise move up thru 
water under the pressure existing in the oil pool, being retarded 
slightly, perhaps, by the additional viscosity of the water 
caused by the pressure. But after the oil once reaches the pool.
that is, after the small globules reach the large mass on the 
surface of the water, they will unite with it as pointed out on 
a previous page, and when once united there is no possible means 
by which pressure can again form globules out of a large oil mass 
and force them back into the sandstone in a like manner in which 
they came to the surface. This is a very vital point of Mr. Munn's 
contention and is one of the strongest arguments against the 
anticlinal theory.
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Formulation of Theory.
Having discussed some of the principal processes 
that operate under the conditions assumed, it will now be attemp­
ted to formulate a theory that will explain the most probable 
method of the origin and accumulation of oil and gas in the Mid- 
Continental oil field of Oklahoma.
The writer is in accord with the general method 
o$ attack of Mr. Munn and the outline of his theory will be used 
in formulating the new theory, but those of his views found not 
to be in accord with the laws that must operate under the condi­
tions prevailing in saturated oil sands, will be abandoned and 
the principles advocated in the foregoing discussion will be 
substituted in their place.
The vegetable material out of which the oil and 
gas were formed grew in the shallow seas or swamps that must 
have been present over large areas in northeastern Oklahoma and 
southern Kansas. This is verified by the presence of many seams 
of coal, most of which are relatively thin, at man^r horizions 
in the Carboniferous rocks of this region. These are in no way 
directly connected with the material out of which the oil was 
formed, for the coal beds here as in other oil fields are not 
associated with the oil pools or the oil shales. The whole series 
of rocks of the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian systems were 
deposited on an oscillating sea bottom., thus giving a good 
opportunity for the growth of vegetable matter and its submer­
gence below the surface of the sea.
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The process of formation of the oil and gas was one 
of slow decomposition and distillation below the surface of the 
water and probably under a covering of a relatively thin layer 
of clay in the form of mud. The slow decomposition and 
distillation was doubtless aided by bacterial action until too 
deeply covered by the clay sediments for the life processes of 
these organisms. The oil being given off in small globules was 
held in the clay-water mixture in the form of an emulsion. As 
the overlying sediments were laid down, the pressure on the lower 
beds became greater, reducing the interstices of the bed, and 
forcing out some of the liquid contained in it. This liquid 
was water with suspended small globules of oil. The water remained 
behind,filling the pore space remaining in the shale, while the 
oil and the surplus water moved in the direction of least resist­
ance, or up into the sandstone above. The water remained behind, 
as has already been stated, because of its greater capillary 
power in a fine grained medium.
The oil once in the sandstone rose to the top of 
the bed in consequence of the difference in specific gravity 
between oil and water, aided perhaps, by a slight movement or 
surging of the water in the sandstone, which would prevent the 
oil globules from remaining immovable directly under the sand 
grains, as would be the case if the water were absolutely static. 
The oil, after reaching the top of the sandstone bed,, did not 
enter the fine grained shale above, for the oil will not in these 
saturated sorroundings move from a coarse sandstone into a fine 
shale, or in other words, from a coarse to a fine grained rock.
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If the dip is sufficient, the oil will tend to move 
up along the dip in contact with the water shale surface and thru 
the sandstone. This movement will.doubtless be very slow with 
the low angle of dip that is common in most of our oil fields 
where the rocks are slightly folded, especially if the water is 
more or less static. But with a slight agitation or surging of 
the water, the oil globules will at every opportunity move up 
the slope. This tendency was noticed in experiments, A very slight 
movement of the water always caused a very marked rearrangment 
of the oil globxiles, and consequently a surging or slight 
agitation of the water seemes to be all that is neccessary to 
move the oil up the slope. However, it is not contended that 
strong hydraulic pressure, as Mr. Munn argxies, would not very 
materially aid in the movement of the oil toward the pool. But 
the assumption of a strong hydraulic pressure acting up the dip 
must also include the assumption that the same force acts down 
the slope. But why argue for doubtful forces and conditions 
when they are not neccessary to explain the facts^ Where the dip 
of the rocks is slight no doubt a more intense movement of the 
water would be necessary to accumulate the oil in the same length 
of time than would be necessary where the dip were greater, and 
perhaps in the former case, hydraulic pressure would be necessary, 
as Mr. Munn uses the term, to force the oil along the more 
horizontal portions of the rocks into the pool.
The writer does not claim that the theory as given 
above is accurate or complete, and that the long looked for 
solution of the phenomenon of oil accumulation has at last been
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reached , but quite the contrary, for it is hoped that this 
report will bring more clearly to the mind of the reader the 
necessity of more careful observation in collecting the field 
data, andthe importance of laboratory experiments where such 
research can throw light on any phase of the subject.
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Application of Theory to District Under Discussion.
Oil and gas are related to structure, as has been 
pointed out in this report, consequently the most favorable places 
to drill for them are in the anticlinal domes, on terraces on 
the flanks of these anticlines or, in any place where there has 
been a change in dip sufficient to materially affect the structure.
In the area indicated on the structural map in 
Plate I., gas will likely be found in the top of the anticlinal 
dome in the vicinity of Sec. 6,T. F.,N. R. Y., E., while the 
most likely places to drill for oil are to the south and west 
along the axis of the anticline. This area includes a strip 
about one and one half miles wide, extending about one half mile 
on the eastern limb of the anticline and a mile on the western 
limb of the anticline, beginning at the northern side of Sec. 27, 
T. F. , N. R. Y., E.
The few wells that have been drilled near the axis 
of the anticline seem to support the above recommendations, as 
gas has been found in the top of the anticline and some oil along 
the axis of the anticline to the south.
In the western part of the region the possibility 
of striking oil seems doubtful, for if any oil and gas ever came 
up the slope to the west of the faults, it probably all escaped 
up thru the fault planes. For this reason,it seems advisable to 
abandon this part of the area in prospecting. A small accumula­
tion of oil,however, may be located under the small anticline 
between the faults, although generally in Oklahoma, areas up 
the dip from fault planes and close to them are undesirable for
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prospecting.
The eastern part of the region is a more or less 
typical example of what the theory assumes; gas at the top of the 
anticline and oil along the flanks or in the more flattened 
parts of the axis of the anticline.
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SUMMARY
; 1. The district under discussion is rectangular in
outline, embracing an area of about 80 sq. miles in the vicinity 
of.H, Oklahoma. The outcropping rocks in the region are 
1 Pennsylvanian in age and are situated about half way up in the 
stratigraphic column of this system. All the rocks exposed at 
the surface are sedimentary. They comprise shales, sandstones 
and limestones, named in the order of their abundance. The 
Pennsylvanian rocks are thought to be about 2000 feet thick over 
the area. Below the Pennsylvanian formations lie the Mississippian 
sediments which consist of shale, sandstone and limestone where 
they outcrop to the east in the vicinity of Muskogee. They are 
considered to be about 2000 to 2500 feet thick, but as they 
have not been tested by the drill to any considerable depth, 
their character and thickness over this area are not well known.
Carboniferous Rocks.
Boggy Formation
Pennsylvanian System Winslow "
Marrow t
Pitkin Formation
Mississippian System Fayetteville "
Boon "
2, The sediments were deposited in shallow 
oscillating seas, giving abundant opportunity for the growth of
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vegetable material.
3. Two main structural characterize this part of 
Oklahoma, namely; the Ozark Uplift to the east, extending into 
Missouri and Arkansas and, on its western limb, the Prairie 
Plain Monoclinal fold, which gives an additional increase in the 
general westward dip of the strata.
4. The main structural feature in the area under 
discussion is the anticline in its eastern part. Its position 
and extent are shown on the structural map, Plate I. The contours 
are drawn on the surface of a limestone, degisnated as the G. 
limestone, that outcrops in the eastern part of the region. The 
contour interval is 10 feet.
5. The structure was worked out by treversing 
with a plane-table from known elevations, and filling in the 
details from this traverse by aid of the aneroid barometer and 
hand level.
6. Oil and gas are related to the gently folded 
areas of this region.
7. Oil and gas are considered as having two methods 
of origin, namely; the organic and the inorganic. The oil consid­
ered inorganic in origin is usually thought to be associated 
with volcanic or intrusive masses, or with their products. The 
oil pools of Oklahoma are in no way connected with volcanic or 
intrusive masses, consequently it is not inorganic in origin.
8. The oil in Oklahoma is organic in origin and 
probably has been derived from two kinds of organic materials; 
animal and vegetable. But it is believed that the animal mater­
ials were entirely inadequate to the production of such large
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quantities of petroleum as are found in the state, therefore the 
oil must have been derived mostly from vegetable material by 
a process of slow decomposition and distillation beneath the 
surface of water. This process was probably aided by bacterial 
action until the shale containing the vegetable matter was too 
deeply covered by overlying sediments.
9. The oil formed under the surface of the water 
beneath a thin layer of mud, remained in this condition as an 
emulsion until the weight of the overlying sediments began to 
compress the mud mass, thus reducing the size of the intersties 
of the shale and forcing a portion of the containing liquid 
into the overlying sandstone. The liquid forced out of the shale 
was water containing globules of oil in suspension. The water 
occupies all of the pore space left in the shale because of its 
greater capillayr in this medium. The globules of oil, after 
reaching the sandstone, rose to the top of the sandstone due 
to the difference in specific gravity between oil and water aided 
perhaps by a slight surging of the water in the sandstone, that 
prevented the oil globules from becoming perfectly static 
beneath the sand grains.
10, The oil accumulated into pools in saturated 
rocks largely because of the difference in specific gravity 
between oil and water, aided by a slight movement or surging 
of the water. The oil globules were probably very small and 
consequently could move among the sand grains without any 
appreciable retardation by friction.
11. As soon as the oil globules reached the 'oil
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